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SUMMARY 
We give a definition of topological stable rank and stable rank for Banach lattices containing 
quasi-interior positive elements, taking the rank functions of non-stable K-theory for commutative 
Banach algebras as a guiding model. Generalizing a result of Lavric valid only in dimension zero, 
we show that the topological stable rank equals the lattice-theoretic dimension of the principal ideal 
lattice. Further on, the stable rank is shown to coincide with the Bass stable rank of the associated 
algebra of orthomorphisms of the underlying lattice. From the structure-theoretic point of view, 
both rank functions are closely connected to the Lebesgue covering dimension of the compact struc- 
ture space. Finally, we show that a weak form of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem holds exactly iff 
the lattice has topological stable rank zero resp. stable rank 1; the same conditions characterize 
those lattices for which a result of Schaefer on the uniformly closed convex hull of the extreme 
points of an order interval may be generalized. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a Banach lattice whose set Q(E) of quasi-interior positive elements 
is non-void. Then E is isomorphic (as a vector lattice) to a vector lattice ,?? of 
continuous numerical functions on the compact structure space K(E) associated 
to E. This well-known representation theory, an excellent presentation of which 
is given in chapter III of [13], resembles in many ways the Gelfand representa- 
tion theory of a commutative unital Banach algebra A as an algebra of con- 
tinuous complex-valued functions on the compact space A, of its maximal 
ideals (see [7,13]). So one may sometimes ask if and how problems and solu- 
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tions encountered in one of these theories may be transferred to the other. It 
is the purpose of this note to indicate how recent results connecting the topo- 
logical dimension of d, to the algebraic structure of A ([2,3,4,10,12,14]) may 
be transferred to the setting of Banach lattices containing quasi-interior positive 
elements via their representation theory. The final reason for the success of this 
transfer is the fact that algebraic properties of the ring of continuous real- 
valued functions on a compact Hausdorff space may be transferred to Banach 
lattices with order unit by the Yosida spectral representation theory; see e.g. the 
comments on page 309 and 310 of [7] or the remarks on unital f-algebras on 
page 252 of 111. 
We give a definition of topological stable rank and stable rank for Banach 
lattices E containing quasi-interior positive elements: Both definitions are based 
on a lattice-theoretic analogue of the unimodular vectors of ring theory called 
quasi-unimodular vectors and denoted by Q,(E); the topological stable rank 
describes a density property of Q,(E) in E”, whereas the stable rank describes 
a lifting property of quasi-unimodular vectors over certain quotient lattices. Sub- 
sequently, we establish a connection of both rank functions with the Lebesgue 
covering dimension dim K(E) of the associated structure space, characterize the 
Banach lattices containing a finite system of uniform generators by uniform 
separabiIity combined with the finiteness of their (topological) stable rank and 
discuss the validity of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem in the context of Banach 
lattices with topological stable rank zero. 
We further remark that an Archimedean vector lattice with order unit is zero- 
dimensional in the sense of Lavric ([6]) if and only if its lattice of principal 
ideals Z,(E) has dimension zero in the sense of [l 11, chapter 10. This remark 
suggests a definition of dim Z,(E) for Banach lattices containing quasi-interior 
positive elements but not necessarily admitting an order unit; we show that this 
definition is consistent with [6] and [l l] and prove that the dimension of Z,(E) 
coincides with the topological stable rank of E. In the next section, the connec- 
tion between the stable rank of E and the algebraic K-theory of its algebra of 
orthomorphisms Orth(E) is worked out: The Bass stable rank of Orth(E) is 
shown to coincide with the stable rank of E. As a corollary, we obtain that our 
(lattice-theoretic) stable rank of an Archimedean f-algebra with unit ([l]) coin- 
cides with its Bass stable rank. We complete the picture by showing that ortho- 
morphisms allow to give a definition of quasi-unimodularity, which resembles 
the ring-theoretic definition of unimodularity, as well as a definition of stable 
rank by a reduction property analogous to the one used in algebraic K-theory 
([3,14]). In the final section, we discuss a result of Schaefer on the closed con- 
vex hull of the extreme points of an order interval in the context of Banach lat- 
tices of topological stable rank zero. 
1. STABLE RANK AND TOPOLOGICAL STABLE RANK 
Let us begin by recalling that for every Banach lattice E with Q(E) non-void, 
the structure space K(E) is the compact Hausdorff space of all ultra-coprefilters 
of closed ideals in E, topologized by the hull-kernel topology having as open 
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sets exactly the sets of the form 
@, = { VEK(E) : ZIXE I+ such that c&E,) $ V} 
where I is a (not necessarily closed) ideal in E, Z, denotes its positive cone and 
cl(E,) is the norm closure of the principal ideal E, generated in E by XE E ([13] 
page 219). 
For any u=(u,,..., u,)EE” we will denote the sum C”,=, JukJ by o(u). This 
defines a continuous map (T : E” + E, and we will denote the inverse image 
a-‘(Q(E)) of Q(E) in E” by Q,(E) and call these vectors quasi-unimodular of 
length n over E. Our motivating example for this name is C(K, lR), the Banach 
lattice of all continuous real-valued functions on a compact Hausdorff space 
K. Heref=(fi,..., f,) is quasi-unimodular of length n over C(K, R), if and only 
if a(f)(t) > 0 for all t E K, i.e. if and only if the functions f,, . . , , f, generate the 
commutative real algebra C(K, lR) as an (algebra-theoretic) ideal: These vectors 
are traditionally called unimodular in algebraic K-theory ([3,14]). We remark 
that in our setting, u = (u,, . . . , u,) E E” is quasi-unimodular, if and only if the 
(lattice-theoretic) ideal generated by {u,, . . . , u,} (which is Eocuj) is norm-dense 
in E. 
If E, has non-void topological interior int(E+), then Q,(E) = a-‘(int(E+)) is 
open in E”: This is not true in general, contrary to the Banach algebra case 
([3]). Further on, an application of theorem 11.6.3. of [13] shows that U= 
u,) belongs to Q,(E) if and only if for each non-zero positive linear form 
YLnEthere exists lskrn such that f((ukl)>O, i.e. iff (f(Iu,I),...,f([u,I)) is 
unimodular over the ring [R for each such f. 
We say that E has topological stable rank n E N, (denoted by tsr(E) = n) if 
n is the smallest non-negative integer such that for every UEQ(E) and every 
x=(x,,...,x,+~)E(E,)“~~ there exists u=(u~,...,u,+,)EQ,+,(E) such that 
E CCUj=Eu and a(~-u)~o. 
We set tsr(E) = 03 iff there is no non-negative integer n with the required 
property. Let us recall that for any u E Q(E), the principal ideal E, is, when en- 
dowed with the norm 11 . /I,, whose unit ball is the order interval [--0, u], an AM- 
space with order unit u, hence isomorphic to C(K,, fR) by the Kakutani-Krein 
theorem, where K, is the weak-*-compact Hausdorff space of all o-normalized 
real-valued lattice homomorphisms on E,, or equivalently, of all u-normalized 
valuations on E ([ 131). The topology induced on E, by )/ . JJu is often called the 
u-uniform topology ([7]). As we will see, tsr(E)sn iff Qn+l(Ev) is u-uniformly 
dense in E,“+’ for each UE Q(E) - this hopefully justifies the terminology 
([2,4,12]). In particular, whenever E is some C(K, R) its topological stable rank 
in our sense coincides with the topological stable rank of the real Banach 
algebra C(K, [R) in the sense of Rieffel (up to a conventional index shift, see 
[12]) and the real stable rank of the complex Banach algebra C(K, C) in the 
sense of Brown and Pedersen ([2], compare also [lo]). 
To introduce a notion of stable rank for E, we observe that for every u E Q(E) 
and every u-uniformly closed lattice ideal I of E, the associated quotient map 
maps Q(E,) into Q(E,/I) and therefore Q,(E,) into Q,(E,/I) for each positive 
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integer n. Taking theorem 4 of [4] as a model (which assures that our notation 
becomes consistent with algebra theory in case E is some C(K, IR)) we say that 
E has stable rank n E n\l (denoted by sr(E) = n) if n is the smallest positive integer 
such that for every u E Q(E) and every o-uniformly closed lattice ideal Z of E, 
the associated quotient map yields a surjective map Q,(E,) + Q,(E,/Z). Again, 
sr(E) := 03 iff there is no positive integer with the required property. 
We now state our first result: 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive 
elements. Then 
tsr(E) = dim K(E) 
sr(E) = dim K(E) + 1. 
To prove the theorem, we fix some LJ E Q(E) and observe that it follows from 
a standard result of dimension theory ([I 1 J) that dim KU in E N, iff for every 
E>O and everyf=(f,, . . ..f.+t) in C(K,, R)“+’ there exists a unimodular vector 
(in the ring-theoretic sense) g=(g,, . . . ,gn+i)c C(K,, R)“” such that [I& -g,(I I 
E for every 1~ kl n - this is the key observation in [12] and [2]. As remarked 
above, unimodular may be replaced by quasi-unimodular (in the lattice-theoretic 
sense), so that the last statement may be translated to E, in the obvious way: 
dim K, I n iff for every E > 0 and every x = (x1, .. . ,x,, + ,) E (E,)“+ ’ there exists 
u=(uI,...,u,+I)EQ,+~(E,) such that (/x~-u~((~~E holds for every 1 rkln. 
Now obviously the norm estimate may be replaced by the estimate a(x - U) I ED, 
and ZJ E Q,+ ,(E,) exactly if EGCU) =E, (which forces u E Q,+,(E)). Finally, 
replacing u by ED and observing that K, is homeomorphic to K, for each pair 
u, WE Q(E) by theorem 111.4.1. of [13] yields the validity of most parts of the 
following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E be a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive 
elements. For each n E h\l, the following assertions are equivalent: 
i) There exists v E Q(E) such that dim K,, I n. 
ii) For all v E Q(E) we have dim KU5 n. 
iii) There exists v E Q(E) such that for every E > 0 and every x = (x,, . . . ,x, + ,) E 
(E,)“+ ’ there exists u = (u,, . . . , u, + ,) E Q,, + , (E) such that E+, = E, and o(x - u) I 
ED. 
iv) For all v E Q(E) and for every x = (x1, .. . ,x, + J E (E,,)"+ ’ there exists u = 
(u 1,***, u,+l)~Q,+l(E) such that EoCu)=E, and o(x-u)(o. 
v) There exists u E Q(E) such that Q, + 1 (E,) is v-uniformly dense in (E,)" ’ ‘. 
vi) For all v E Q(E), Q,, , (E,) is v-untformly dense in (E,,)“+‘. 
vii) There exists v G Q(E) such that for every v-uniformly closed lattice ideal 
Z of E,, the associated map Q,,+ ,(E,) -+ Q,,+I(EU/Z) is surjective. 
viii) For all v E Q(E) and every v-uniformly closed lattice ideal Z of E,, the 
associated map Q, + ,(E,) + Q, _ , (E/Z) is surjective. 
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With the exception of the equivalence of the last two conditions to the re- 
maining ones, the assertion follows from the above reduction to the corre- 
sponding ring-theoretic conditions. To see that i) is equivalent to vii) and ii) is 
equivalent to viii), we identify E, with C(K,, R) and observe that under this 
identification, u-uniformly closed lattice ideals of E, correspond to closed sub- 
sets of K, in the same way as algebra ideals of C(K,, R) do ([7,13]), so that the 
coincidence of unimodularity and quasi-unimodularity for C(K,, R), together 
with the determination of the (Bass) stable rank of C(K,, fR) as dim K, + 1 due 
to Vaserstein ([14]) and theorem 4 of [4], yields the asserted equivalences. 
Now K(E) is homeomorphic to K, for any u E Q(E) by a result of Lotz 
([13]), so that theorem 1 now immediately follows from the proposition. 
If Z is a closed ideal of E, we have Q(E/Z) # 0, and tsr(EN) 5 tsr(E) as well 
as sr(E/Z) I sr(E): This may be proved directly or deduced from theorem 1, 
since K(E/Z) is homeomorphic to a closed subset of K(E) ([13], 111.4.3.). 
As application, we consider the finite uniform generation of a Banach lattice 
E: A finite subset {xi, . . . , xn} of E will be called a system of uniform generators 
for E iff x=(x,, . . . . x,) belongs to Q,(E) and the sublattice of EOo generated 
by {x,, . . . . x,} is +)-uniformly dense in EOCxj. The following theorem charac- 
terizes those Banach lattices E which possess a finite system of uniform genera- 
tors: Note that such a space E is necessarily uniformly separable, i.e. there 
exists some u E Q(E) (namely, u = o(x)) such that E, is separable with respect 
to the u-uniform topology. It is easy to show (using theorem 11.7.5. of [13]) that 
E is uniformly separable, iff E contains quasi-interior positive elements and has 
a metrizable structure space K(E). Together with the finiteness of its (topologi- 
cal) stable rank, uniform separability characterizes finite uniform generation: 
THEOREM 2. A Banach lattice E possesses afinite system of uniform genera- 
tors, if and only if E is uniformly separable and its stable rank (or equivalently, 
its topological stable rank) is finite. 
PROOF. Let {xi,..., xn} be a finite system of uniform generators for E. As 
already remarked, E must be uniformly separable. Setting x= (xi, . . . ,x,J we 
observe that u : = a(x) E Q(E) by definition. Using the identification of E, with 
C(K,, R) again, we see that C(K,, R) is separable and finitely generated (with 
respect to the uniform norm 11 . II,), so that necessarily K, must be a metric 
space of finite covering dimension, which by the above theorem forces E to 
have finite (topological) stable rank. 
Conversely, if E is uniformly separable and has finite (topological) stable 
rank, we fix some u E Q(E) and conclude that K, has finite covering dimension 
n E NO by proposition 1 and is metrizable, since C(K,, R) = E, is separable by 
our assumption. By a standard result of dimension theory due to Menger and 
Noebeling ([l l] proposition 7.3.9), we may find 2n + 1 continuous real-valued 
functions (fi, . . . . fzn+,) on K, such that the associated map f: K, + R’“” is a 
homeomorphism onto a compact subset of R2n+1 which misses the origin. 
Now f is obviously unimodular, and by the Stone-WeierstraD theorem the 
sublattice generated by (f,, . . . ,j& + ,} is uniformly dense in C(K,, R). If x= 
(X,,...,x2n+l)E(E”)2n+1 corresponds to f under the identification of E,, with 
C(K,,, iR), we may conclude that x E Q2n+l (E,) and that the sublattice of E, 
generated by {xi, . . ..xZn+i} is o-uniformly dense in E,. Finally, since o(x) E 
Q(E,), we obtain Eocx,= E, and a(x) E Q(E), so that the o(x)-uniform density 
is equivalent to u-uniform density, and the theorem is completely proved. 
2. SOME EXAMPLES 
We now turn to some examples of Banach lattices of real-valued functions 
on some set; our aim here is to give an expression for the stable rank of the lat- 
tice directly in terms of the underlying set, which generally is different from the 
structure space of the lattice. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let E = C,(X, II?) be the Banach lattice of all bounded continuous 
real-valued functions on a completely regular space X (always assumed to be 
Hausdorff, hence Tihonov). Then 
tsr(E) = mod dim X, 
the modified covering dimension of X, which is defined exactly as the usual 
covering dimension except that all coverings are assumed to consist of cozero- 
sets; this dimension function, denoted by aim in [l I], is better suited for non- 
normal spaces than the usual covering dimension. The reason for the above for- 
mula is that K(E)=/3X, the Stone-Cech compactification of X ([13]), and 
dim pX= mod dim X ([ 111). We observe that BXis metrizable iff X is a compact 
metric space; so E possesses a finite sytem of uniform generators iff Xis a com- 
pact metric space of finite covering dimension. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and E be the Banach 
lattice of all bounded continuous real-valued almost periodic functions on G. 
Then 
tsr(E) = r,(G), 
where re(G) denotes the torsion-free rank of the character group G of G. This 
is a consequence of the fact that K(E)=bG, the Bohr compactification of G 
([13] page 106), whose covering dimension is equal to the torsion-free rank of 
its discrete character group (bG)- (which algebraically is G) by a well-known 
theorem of Pontryagin discussed in [lo]. E possesses a finite system of uniform 
generators iff G is a compact metric group of finite covering dimension, i.e. G 
is a countable discrete group of finite torsion-free rank. 
EXAMPLE 3. For any measure space (X,Z,p), the associated Banach lattice 
E = L”(p) satisfies 
tsr(E) = 0, 
since K(E) is the Stone representation space of a Boolean algebra ([13]), hence 
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totally disconnected, i.e. zero-dimensional. Since E is a-Dedekind complete and 
E, being an AM-space with order unit, is isomorphic to C(K(E), IR), we even 
obtain that K(E) is quasi-Stonian. This shows that E is uniformly separable iff 
E is finite-dimensional ([ 131, corollary 2 on page 132). Consequently, E possesses 
a finite system of uniform generators iff E is finite-dimensional. 
EXAMPLE 4. More generally, we consider an AM-space E containing quasi- 
interior positive elements. If K denotes the completely regular space given by 
the set of extreme points of the convex set uf u-normalized positive linear forms 
on E, endowed with the weak-*-topology, we have 
tsr(E) = mod dim K, 
since K(E)=PK ([13] page 147). 
EXAMPLE 5. Let 1 up< 03 and consider the Banach lattice E= Lp(p), where 
(X, Z, p) is a measure space which we assume to be o-finite in order to guarantee 
the existence of quasi-interior positive elements in E. Fix u E Lp(p) such that 
u(x)>0 p-a.e. in XEX, i.e. u E Q(E). Then the map f c u-‘f induces an iso- 
morphism of E, and L”(p). Consequently, 
tsr(E) = 0 
by example 3. In particular, each AL-space possessing quasi-interior positive 
elements has topological stable rank zero. We remark that E possesses a finite 
system of uniform generators iff E is finite-dimensional: To see this, observe 
that E,sL”(p) must be separable, hence E, must have finite linear dimension 
by example 3, so that necessarily E = cl(E,) = E, is finite-dimensional. This ex- 
ample also shows that E may contain a finite subset generating a norm-dense 
sublattice without containing any finite set of uniform generators: By corollary 
2.10 of [15], any separable but not finite-dimensional space L’(p) will serve as 
a counterexample. 
Let us point out that the real Banach lattice L’(A), where A is a Haar measure 
on a locally compact, a-compact abelian group G, has topological stable rank 
zero by the above example, whereas the complex commutative Banach algebra 
(under convolution) L’(G) has topological stable rank [d/2] + 1 and real rank 
d, where d denotes the covering dimension of the character group of G and [. ] 
denotes the integer part of a real number ([lo]). 
We remark that the equation 
tsr(LP(p)) = 0 (lSp5 m) 
established in examples 3 and 5 may also be proved by explicitly checking condi- 
tion iv) of proposition 1. Alternatively, this equation is also a consequence of 
our last example: 
EXAMPLE 6. Suppose E is a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive 
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elements and having the principal projection property. Then, for any fixed 
u E Q(E), the Stone representation space of the Boolean algebra of all com- 
ponents of u is homeomorphic to K, ([13] 11X4.), so the compact space K(E) 
is zero-dimensional, and 
tsr(E) = 0. 
3. FREUDENTHAL’S SPECTRAL THEOREM AND STABLE RANK ZERO 
The appearance of the principal projection property in the last example sug- 
gests a discussion of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem ([1,7]) in the context of 
Banach lattices containing quasi-interior positive elements and having topologi- 
cal stable rank zero, or equivalently, stable rank 1. The example E = C(K, fR), 
where K is a compact Hausdorff space, shows that for these Banach lattices the 
condition of having stable rank 1 is slightly weaker than the principal projection 
property: C(K, IR) has the principal projection property (or equivalently, is o- 
Dedekind complete) iff K is quasi-Stonian ([7,13]), whereas C(K, IR) has stable 
rank 1 exactly if K is zero-dimensional, which is slightly weaker. 
Let E be a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive elements, and let 
us denote by B, the Boolean algebra of all components of an element z E E,, 
viz. 
B, = {xcE+ :xA(z-x)=0}. 
Then B, consists exactly of the extreme points of the order interval [0, z] ([l, 91). 
Now let us consider u E Q(E). Then E, may be identified with C(K,, IR) in such 
a way that u is identified with the function 1 constantly one on K,. This iso- 
morphism evidently maps B, bijectively onto the set of extreme points of [O,l], 
i.e. the characteristic functions of clopen (= closed and open) sets of K,. 
Therefore, the linear hull S, of B, (sometimes called the set of u-step func- 
tions), which is automatically a sublattice of E,, is mapped isomorphically 
onto the set S(K,) of continuous simple functions (= taking only a finite num- 
ber of real values) on K,. In the algebra-theoretic context, S(K,) is just the 
linear span of the projections in C(K,,, IR), which automatically is a subalgebra 
of C(K,, I?). Now it is well known that S(K,) is uniformly dense in C(K,,, R) if 
and only if dim K, = 0 - this is proved even for the self-adjoint part of a not 
necessarily commutative C*-algebra in [2], but follows also from the results of 
[5] and [9]. 
Consequently, dim K, = 0 for some (or equivalently, for all) u E Q(E) iff S,, 
is u-uniformly dense in E, for some (or equivalently, for all) u E Q(E). We will 
say that the restricted form of Freudenthal’s pectral theorem ([l, 71) holds for 
E iff for every u E Q(E), each XE E, can be u-uniformly approximated by finite 
linear combinations of components of u, i.e. iff S, is u-uniformly dense in E, 
for all u E Q(E). The above observations, together with theorem 1 and proposi- 
tion I, now prove the following result: 
THEOREM 3. Let E be a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive 
elements. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
i) The restricted form of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem holds for E. 
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ii) dim K(E) = 0. 
iii) &r(E) = 0, i.e. for every v E Q(E) and every x E E, there exists some z E E 
such that E,=E, and Iz-xl~v. 
iv) sr(E) = 1, i.e. for every v E Q(E) and every v-uniformly closed ideal I of 
E,, each quasi-unimodular element of EJI may be lifted to a quasi-unimodular 
element of E,,. 
Note that under the conditions of the theorem, the v-step functions are norm 
dense in E for any v E Q(E). 
Taking the characterization of zero-dimensional compact Hausdorff spaces 
via separation properties of disjoint closed sets as a model, B. Lavric intro- 
duced in [6] a notion of zero-dimensionality for Archimedean vector lattices L 
with order unit by dismembering properties of their ideals: L is said to be zero- 
dimensional if for every pair (I, J) of ideals in L with I+ J= L there exists a pro- 
jection band B of L such that BcZ and BdCJ, where Bd denotes the ortho- 
gonal complement of B ([6]). It follows from proposition 2.9 of [6] that for 
each fixed v E Q(E) the order unit space E, is zero-dimensional in the sense of 
[6] if and only if dim K, = 0, so that our notation for E, is consistent with the 
one of Lavric. 
Now let E be a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive elements and 
having topological stable rank zero. Fix some w E Q(E) and consider an arbitrary 
x2 0 in E. Setting v : = w + x yields u E Q(E) and x E E,, so that (E,), = E, is a 
principal ideal in E,. Now identify E, with C(K,, R); then x corresponds to some 
positive f in C(K,, R) and E, to the principal ideal If generated by f in C(K,, R). 
SettingP:=f-‘(]O,~[)andC,:=fP’([n-’, oo[)weobservethatP=U{C,:nENj) 
is an open subset of K,, which is locally compact and a-compact, hence a normal 
topological space. For any g E If, let Y(g) be the restriction of g/f to P, which 
is a bounded continuous function on P, so that Y: 1, + C,(P, R) is a well-defined 
linear lattice homomorphism. But Y is bijective, the inverse image Y’(h) of 
hEC(P,R) being given by Y’(h)(t):=h(t)f(t) (tEP) resp. Y-‘(h)(t):=0 
(t E K, \ P). This shows that Zf is isomorphic as a vector lattice to C,(P, IR). But 
P being normal, we obtain the equalities dim P= mod dim P= dim BP, and by 
the countable sum theorem, we have dim P= sup{dim C, : n E n\l} ([ll]). Now 
dim C,, I dim K,, = 0 by the monotonicity of dim on closed subsets, so finally 
dim ,BP=O. Therefore, using again proposition 2.9 of [6], Ct,(P, R) is zero- 
dimensional in the sense of [6], hence so are the lattices E, and Zr, which are 
linearly isomorphic to C,(P, fR). Conclusion: Under our assumption on E, each 
principal ideal of E is zero-dimensional in the sense of [6]. The converse ob- 
viously holds: If each principal ideal of E is zero-dimensional in the sense of 
[6], each E, is zero-dimensional, hence, as remarked above, dim KU=0 for 
each v E Q(E), which forces tsr(E) =O. But by corollary 2.8 of [6], each prin- 
cipal ideal of E is zero-dimensional in the sense of [6], if and only if the follow- 
ing weak form of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem ([6]) holds in E: For every 
XEE,, every z E E, can be x-uniformly approximated by finite linear combina- 
tions of components of x. We therefore obtain the following corollary: 
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COROLLARY 1. Let E be a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive 
elements. Then the weak form of Freudenthal’s pectral theorem holds in E, if 
and only if E has topological stable rank zero. 
4. THE DIMENSION OF THE LATTICE OF PRINCIPAL IDEALS 
Note that the arguments used to prove corollary 1 yield the following fact, 
which is useful for the sequel: 
For each XEE, and each o E Q(E) such that x~E, there exists a cozero-set 
P = { cp E Ku : p(x) > 0} contained in Ku such that E, is isomorphic to C,(P; R), 
Now if P is a cozero-set of Ku there exists some positive f E C(K,, IR) such that 
P= {t E Ku : f (t) >O); identifying C,(P; lR) with the ideal Zr generated by f in 
CK, R) s E,, we see that there exists some OSXE E, with E, isomorphic to 
C,(P; II?) and P= { q~ EK, : v(x) > 0} . In this way we obtain a well-defined sur- 
jective map @ assigning to each to each principal ideal E, of E, a cozero-set 
@(E,) = P= { ~1 EKu : &x)>O) of Ku; this map, however, is not injective: If 
@(E,) = @(E,,), we may only conclude that E, and EY have the same u-uniform 
cIosure in E, ([13], 111.1. Example 1). 
Now let Z(E) denote the distributive lattice of all ideals of E ([13] 11.2.3.); 
its sublattice consisting of all principal ideals will be denoted by Z,(E). Then 
Z,(E) is a distributive lattice with lower bound {0}, which possesses an upper 
bound exactly if E has an order unit. In this case, the definition of lattice 
dimension given in chapter 10 of [ 1 l] may be applied to the lattice Z,(E). We 
will now give a definition of dimension of the lattice Z,,(E) which reduces to 
the one of [ 1 l] in the order unit case; it also extends Lavric’s notion of dimen- 
sion zero to arbitrary values of dimension. Our goal is then to prove that 
dim Z,(E) = tsr(E). 
By a topological covering of E we will mean a finite collection Zi, . . . , Z,, of 
principal ideals of E such that Z, + ... + Z,, is norm-dense in E. If xl, . . . ,x, are 
generators of Zt, . . ..I., and x=(x!, . . ..x.,), we observe that Zi +.*.+Zn=EO(xj, so 
that with u := a(x) E Q(E) we obtain a covering Z,, . . . , Z, in the usual sense ([l I] 
chapter 10) of E, = ZI + ... + Z,, . Note that only order unit spaces admit a finite 
covering by principal ideals. Conversely, if IJ E Q(E) and Z,, . . . ,I, is a topo- 
logical covering of E, we observe that a(x) E Q(E,), hence o(x) is necessarily 
an order unit for E,, and Z,, . . . . Z,, is even a covering of E, = Z, + ... + Z,, and a 
topological covering of E. This shows that the topological coverings of E cor- 
respond exactly to the coverings of the different E,, arising from u E Q(E). 
By a refinement of a topological covering Z,, . . . , Z, of E we will mean a topo- 
logical covering J,, . . . , J,,, of E such that JI+-..+Jm=Z,+...+Z,, and each Jk 
(15 kr m) is contained im some Z, (1 csln). This leads to the usual notion 
of refinement ([l I] chapter 10) in case Zi, . . . , Z, is a covering of E, for some 
n E Q(E). 
The order of a topological covering Zt, . . . , Z,, of E is by definition the largest 
integer s for which there exists a subset {rO, . . . , rS} of { 1, . . . , n} with s + 1 ele- 
ments such that Zr,r7 ... flZr, is different from (0). 
The dimension dim Z,(E) of the principal ideal lattice of a Banach lattice E 
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containing quasi-interior positive elements is by definition the smallest non- 
negative integer n E N, (or 00 if there does not exist any n with the required 
property) such that each topological covering of E has a refinement of order 
not exceeding n. This is obviously consistent with [II] in the order unit case, 
and a comparison of the definitions in [6] and [ll] shows that an order unit 
space is zero-dimensional in the sense of [6] exactly if dimZJE)=O. 
THEOREM 4. Let E be a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive ele- 
ments, and let Z,(E) denote its lattice of principal ideals. Then 
dim Z,(E) = tsr(E). 
PROOF. Let t := tsr(E); we begin by proving that dimI, t. To this end, 
let I,, . . . . Z, be a topological covering of E. If x1, . . . ,x, are positive generators 
of I,, . . . ,Z,andx=(x,,... ,x,,), we obtain a covering Z,, . . . , I,, of E, = I, + ... + I,, 
where u E Q(E) is given by u = a(x). Since q(u) = 1 for every ~1 E K,, the cozero- 
sets @(I,), . . . , @(I,) form a finite cover of K,, so that there exists a refinement 
5, . . . . P,,, of this cover which consists of cozero-sets of K, and has order at 
most mod dim K, = dim Ku = tsr(E) = t ([l 11). By the surjectivity of @, we may 
find positive yt, . . . , y, E E, such that Pk = @(I?,,,) for every 14 k I m. To fix 
ideas, suppose PkC @(ISA), where 15 ksm and 1 IskIn. Setting zk:=x&/\yk 
we observe that Jk:=EzICZ3k and @(Zk)=Pk (lsksm). Since P,,...,Pm is 
a covering of K,,, we obtain that (D((T(z,, .. ..z.,))>O for each peKK,, hence 
51, . . . . J, is a covering of E,, i.e. a topological covering of E, which by con- 
struction is a refinement of I,, . . . , I,. Since for any subset {k,, . . . , k,,,] of 
(1, . ..7 m} consisting of t+2 elements the intersection &,n ... nPk,+, is void, 
we obtain that Zk,fI .e. fI Jk,+, is {0} - this shows that Jl, . . . . J, is a refinement 
of order at most t and proves dim Z,(E) it. 
Now let d := dim Z,(E); we will prove tsr(E) I d by showing that dim Ku 5 d 
for each UE Q(E). To this end, fix u EQ(E) and consider an open cover 
P 1, . . . , P,,, of K,,, which we may suppose to consist of cozero-sets ([l 11). Choose 
positive elements x1, . . . , x, E E,, such that the associated principal ideals It, . . . , Z, 
satisfy @(Zk) = Pk for 1 % krm. Then a(x,, . . . , x,) induces a strictly positive 
function on K,, hence is an order unit for E,, so that E,, = I, + ... + I,. This 
topological covering of E possesses a refinement J1 = EyI, . . . , J, = Ey,< of order 
at most d by our choice of d. By construction, @(J,), . . . , @(J,,) is a refinement of 
P,, . . . , P,, consisting of cozero-sets. Let {k,, . . . , k,, ,} be any subset of { 1, . . . , n} 
consisting of d+2 elements. If there exists some rpe @(Jk,)n ... n @(Jk,+,)= 
@(yk,r\“‘Ayk,+,), We obtain O#yk,,A”‘Ayk,,,, EZk,n “..nk&+, COntrary t0 the 
fact that J,, . . . . J, has order at most d. Therefore, @(J1), . . . . @(J,) is a refine- 
ment of P,, . . . . P,,, of order at most d, which proves dim K, = mod dim K,I d 
and finishes the proof. 
Of course, the equality 
sr(E) = dim Z,(E) + 1 
is an equivalent formulation of the above theorem by theorem I. 
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5. THE BASS STABLE RANK OF THE ORTHOMORPHISM ALGEBRA 
Let E be a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive elements. By 
Orth(E) we will denote the set of all orthomorphisms of E, i.e. the set of all 
band preserving linear operators on E (see [l] section 8 and theorem 15.4). Then 
Orth(E) is (under pointwise operations) an AM-space with order unit idE ([l] 
theorem 15.5) and at the same time an Archimedean f-algebra (under composi- 
tion) with multiplicative unit idE ([l] theorem 8.24). In particular, Orth(E) is 
a commutative unital ring, and we will prove that its stable rank in the sense 
of Bass (1141) coincides with the stable rank of E as defined in this note: 
THEOREM 5. Let E be a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive ele- 
ments. Then the stable rank of E coincides with the Bass stable rank of the real 
algebra Orth(E). 
PROOF. We already know that, for any fixed UEQ(E), we obtain 
sr(E) = dim KU+ 1, 
which is the Bass stable rank of C(K,,, IR) according to a pioneering result of 
Vaserstein ([14]). The above theorem is now an immediate consequence of the 
following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let E be a Banach lattice, and suppose o E Q(E). Then the fol- 
lowing spaces are isomorphic as AM-spaces with order unit and as Archimedean 
f-algebras with unit: 
(1) Orth(E) z Orth(E,) via restriction. 
(2) Orth(E)r C(K,, R). 
PROOF. Since E,,zC(K,, II?) by the Kakutani-Krein theorem and Orth(C(K,, II?))= 
C(K,, R) by a result of Zaanen ([l] theorem 8.27), it is sufficient to prove that 
Orth(E) is isomorphic to Orth(E,) via the restriction map R sending TE Orth(E) 
to its restriction R(T) to E,, which belongs to Orth(E,). Since the lattice 
operations on Orth(E) are pointwise, R is obviously a homomorphism of vector 
lattices. R is injective, since each T~orth(E) is continuous and E, is norm- 
dense in E. R is surjective, since each TeOrth(E,) is continuous on E, with 
respect to the norm induced by E ([l] lemma 15.6) and hence extends to a 
unique orthomorphism of the norm closure E of E, (compare [l] page 262). 
Consequently, R is an isomorphism of vector lattices, which maps the multi- 
plicative identity idE onto the multiplicative identity idE,. Since there exists at 
most one product making a Banach lattice into an f-algebra with a prescribed 
multiplicative unit ([l] theorem 8.23) this already shows that R is also a unital 
algebra homomorphism - of course, this may be checked directly, since multi- 
plication is given by composition in both cases. 
As a corollary of the above theorem, we obtain that the stable rank of any 
Archimedean unital f-algebra E coincides with its Bass stable rank, since E= 
Orth(E) by Zaanen’s theorem; the same is of course true with both notions of 
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topological stable rank. Applying this observation to Orth(E) shows that the 
topological stable rank of the unital real Banach algebra Orth(E) minus one 
(according to Rieffel’s index convention [12]) equals the topological stable rank 
of E in our sense. 
In the C*-algebra setting, Orth(E) corresponds to the multiplier algebra 
M(A) of the underlying C*-algebra A; however, contrary to theorem 5, the Bass 
stable rank as well as the topological stable rank of M(A) in general do not 
coincide with their counterpart for A ([12]). 
EXAMPLE 7. Let X be a locally compact, o-compact but non-compact Hausdorff 
space, and consider E= C,(X), the AM-space of all continuous real-valued 
functions on X vanishing at infinity. Then u E Q(E) iff u(t) > 0 for all t E X ([ 131 
II.6., example 3), and the arguments of section 4 show that E,,= C,(X, IR), hence 
tsr(E) = mod dim X = dim X, 
since X, being o-compact, is normal. Alternatively, one may note that Orth(E) z 
C,(X, fR), which easily follows from example 8.3 1 of [I], and use the results of 
[14] and theorem 5 to deduce 
sr(E) = dim X+ 1, 
which gives a second proof of the assertion on the topological stable rank. Note 
that E,r C(K,,, IR) is never separable with respect to its uniform norm, since X 
is non-compact; consequently, E does not possess any finite system of uniform 
generators in the sense of the second section. 
Let us point out that it follows from proposition 2 that Orth(E) and C(K,, R) 
are isomorphic as AM-spaces with unit, hence isometrically isomorphic. Since 
the operator norm on Orth(E) coincides with its AM-norm (see the proof of 
theorem 15.5 of [I]), we obtain by theorem 2 that E possesses a finite system 
of uniform generators iff Orth(E) is separable with respect to its operator norm 
and has finite Bass stable rank. 
We complete the picture by characterizing quasi-unimodular vectors: In ring 
theory, a vector (xi, . . . , x,) is unimodular exactly if there exists some vector 
(Y I, ..*, y,) such that Ci=, x, yk = 1. Using orthomorphisms, which sometimes 
are called multiplication operators, a similar characterization may be obtained 
for quasi-unimodular vectors: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let E be a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive 
elements. Then u=(z+, . . . . u,) E E” is quasi-unimodular, if and only if there 
exist orthomorphisms T,, . . . , T, of E such that C7=, Tk(uk) E Q(E). 
PROOF. Suppose xi=, Tk(uk) E Q(E) for some T,, . . . , T, E Orth(E). By a result 
of Wickstead ([I] theorem 15.5), there exists some A>0 such that IT& II idE 
holds for each 15 kin; consequently 
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k=l k=l 
which implies a(u) E Q(E), hence u E Q,(E). 
Conversely, if u E Q,,(E) we obtain u E Q,(E,) with o := a(u) E Q(E). Identi- 
fying E, with C(K,, R) and using a result of Zaanen ([l] theorem 8.27) we ob- 
tain by the ring-theoretic characterization of unimodular vectors discussed 
above n multiplication operators on C(K,, IR), i.e. orthomorphisms 7’,, . . . . T, 
of E,, such that Ci=, Tk(uk) = u E Q(E). An application of proposition 2 now 
finishes the proof. 
Orthomorphisms may also be used to characterize the stable rank of E by a 
reduction property completely analogous to the one used in algebraic K-theory 
(13,141): 
PROPOSITION 4. Let E be a Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive 
elements, and suppose nE N. Then sr(E)sn, if and only if for every u= 
(u ,,..., u,+t)~Q,+t(E) there exist T ,..., T, E Orth(E) such that the reduced 
vector 
x= (a,--((u,+r),...,a,-T,(u,+l)) 
satisfies EocXj = EDc,,, . 
PROOF. We observe that necessarily u E Q,, ,(E,) where u := a(u) E Q(E); 
also, ED(*) =EO(“) iff xeQ,(E,). This being settled, the proposition follows 
from the identification of multiplication operators on C(K,, R) with orthomor- 
phisms of E, due to Zaanen ([l]), proposition 2 and the usual definition of the 
Bass stable rank of C(K,, I?) via a reduction property ([3,14]), together with its 
coincidence with the stable rank of E according to theorem 1 and [14]. 
6. THEUNIFORMLYCLOSEDCONVEXHULLOFTHEEXTREMEPOINTSOFORDER 
INTERVALS 
It is well known that in many arguments the use of Freudenthal’s spectral 
theorem may be replaced by a result of Schaefer asserting that order intervals 
[0,x] are the norm-closed convex hull of their extreme points (i.e. of the com- 
ponents of x) whenever E is a Banach lattice having the principal projection 
property ([l] theorem 11.17). By a similar argument as above, this carries over 
to Banach lattices containing quasi-interior positive elements and having topo- 
logical stable rank zero: 
THEOREM 6. Let E be a Banach lattice with quasi-interior positive elements. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
i) E has topological stable rank zero. 
ii) For each u E Q(E) and each O_cx~ E, the order interval [0,x] is the XV v- 
uniform closure of the convex hull of the set B, of its extreme points. 
iii) For each x E E, , the order interval I-x, x] is the x-uniform closure of the 
convex hull of the set of its extreme points. 
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PROOF. Using an unpublished result of Bade (see [5]), Oates proved in [9] 
that a compact Hausdorff space K has dimension zero, iff for each positive 
function f in C(K, IQ the order interval [O,f] is the fv l-uniform closure of the 
convex hull of its simple extreme points (i.e. those of the form f. x0, where x0 
is the characteristic function of a clopen subset 0 of K). Applying this charac- 
terization to C(K,, ll?) for any u E Q(E) and identifying E, with C(K,, [R) and u 
with 1 now yields the equivalence of i) and ii). By the arguments used to prove 
corollary 1, we see that i) holds if and only if dim K = 0 for every compact 
Hausdorff space occurring via the representation of an arbitrary principal ideal 
E, (X E E,) as C(K, IR). By the result of Bade to be found in Goodner’s paper 
[5], dim K= 0 if and only if the unit ball of C(K, R) is the norm-closed convex 
hull of its extreme points. Taken together, these facts show the equivalence of 
i) and iii) and thus finish the proof of theorem 6. 
We remark that the extreme points of the unit ball of C(K, If?), K a compact 
Hausdorff space, are exactly the functions for which f2 = 1: Again, this is true 
even for the self-adjoint part of a not necessarily commutative unital C*-algebra. 
An elementary proof of this latter assertion may be found in Maltese’s paper 
[8]. Since f * = 1 exactly if f = 2xo - 1 for some clopen subset 0 of K, we may 
conclude by representation theory that the extreme points of [-x,x] in the set- 
ting of condition iii) in theorem 6 are exactly the elements of the form 211-x, 
where p is a component of x - this of course also follows directly by using an 
affine transformation and the fact that B, consists exactly of the extreme 
points of [0,x]. 
Theorem 6 adds two new conditions to the equivalent assertions of theo- 
rem 3. Of course, the assertions of theorem 6 on the convex hulls immediately 
imply that the restricted as well as the weak form of Freudenthal’s spectral 
theorem hold for E. Obviously, it also implies that each order interval of a 
Banach lattice containing quasi-interior positive elements and having stable 
rank 1 is the norm-closed convex hull of its extreme points: Just observe that 
for any UE Q(E), x belongs to E,,,, ovx~Q(E) and ovx-uniform con- 
vergence implies norm convergence. 
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